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Abstract
Massecuite is a liquid mixture that is boiled to produce raw sugar. When formed from poor-quality sugar
cane, massecuite can be difficult to boil, leading to factory shutdowns lasting several weeks. This “hard-to-
boil” (HTB) massecuite is rich in long-chained polysaccharides and thus exhibits a rheology that is dominated
by elasticity. We examine how the rheology of massecuite affects the onset of boiling by proposing an
extension of classical nucleation theory that accounts for the elastic energy of fluids containing a deformable
solid network. The elasticity of a fluid is shown to suppress the onset of boiling through an increase in the
boiling temperature, which is calculated to be a linear function of the shear modulus. Using experimental
data, the model correctly predicts that regular and HTB massecuite should and should not boil under
standard operating conditions. By coupling the boiling problem to a heat transfer model, the thermo-
rheological properties of HTB massecuite are shown to greatly increase the time it takes to reach the boiling
temperature. We propose further experiments that can be used to validate the theoretical results obtained
here.
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1. Introduction
Massecuite is a dense mass of sugar crystals mixed with mother liquor obtained after sugar juice evap-
oration. It is a common and important source of raw sugar and molasses in sugarcane processing. Raw
sugar is formed when the massecuite syrup is boiled to increase sucrose concentration. The dissolved sucrose
molecules can then deposit onto sugar crystals, causing their growth. In South Africa and the United States
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Figure 1: Cross section of a typical pan used to evaporate water from massecuite. A steam-heated calandria raises the
temperature of the massecuite, causing it to boil. The nucleated vapour bubbles drive an upwards circulation flow due to
buoyancy. The vapours bubbles escape through the massecuite surface and the fluid sinks downwards at the center of the pan.
alone, over $3 billion USD of revenue is generated annually and over 15 million tonnes of sugar are produced
each season [1, 2].
Massecuite processing happens in large evapo-crystallizers, or “pans”, that are typically cylindrical in
nature. Within the pan is a steam-heated calandria (see Fig. 1) that is used to increase the temperature
of the massecuite and initiate the boiling process. The calandria is a large metal heat exchanger consisting
of roughly 1,200 open vertical tubes through which massecuite can flow. Each tube has a circular cross
section of radius Rb = 5 cm and a height of H = 1 m. The massecuite inside these tubes boils and the
nucleated bubbles drive an upwards flow due to buoyancy. The vapour bubbles then escape through the
surface and the massecuite then sinks, resulting in a circulation flow [3]. To facilitate boiling, the entire pan
is held below atmospheric pressure. While this boiling process is generally robust, slow boiling problems
have been encountered due to “hard-to-boil” (HTB) massecuite, which generally occurs when poor-quality
sugarcane is delivered to the processing factory. The suppression of boiling in massecuite is particularly
problematic because the fluid is unable to flow through the boiler without the formation of vapour bubbles.
The consequences of stagnant HTB massecuite can be severe, leading to factory shutdowns lasting several
weeks [4].
Despite the aforementioned negative economic implications, the problem of HTB massecuite has received
relatively little attention [4–7] and a consensus on how it negatively impacts the boiling process is yet to
be resolved. To identify the key factors which prevent the boiling of massecuite, Eggleston et al. [4] have
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carried out a comprehensive study to examine and contrast the physical characteristics of normal and HTB
massecuite. They report that HTB massecuite (i) has significantly reduced thermal conductivities and heat
transfer coefficients, and (ii) can exhibit viscoelastic rheology due to the presence of an intermolecular gel-like
network that is formed by long-chained polysaccharides. The polysaccharide network can play a secondary
role and entrap vapour bubbles that are too large, inhibiting the buoyancy-driven circulation flow, and
making it appear as if the massecuite is not boiling [4].
Experimental measurements place the shear modulus of HTB massecuite in the range of 100 kPa, which,
as will be shown below, is about 10 to 100 times greater than that of regular massecuite [4]. The strong
elasticity of HTB massecuite can alter the energetic requirements for the nucleation of a vapour bubble to
occur. According to classical nucleation theory [8, 9], which does not consider elastic effects, the radius of the
nucleated bubble must be sufficiently large that the energy released from the phase transformation offsets
the energy required to form a liquid-vapour interface. In the case of a bubble nucleating in a network fluid
such as HTB massecuite, there is a second energy barrier that must be overcome; this is the elastic energy
required to deform the solid network due to the volumetric expansion of liquid as it transforms into vapour.
To offset the elastic energy, additional energy must be released by the phase transition. This can only be
achieved by further superheating of the fluid. In the context of HTB massecuite, where the temperature of
the fluid is limited by the transfer of heat from the calandria, obtaining the required level of superheating
may not be possible. An insufficient level of superheating would either lead to a complete suppression of
boiling or increase the size of nucleated bubbles, making them more likely to become trapped within the
polysaccharide network. Difficulties in reaching the required level of superheating may also be compounded
by reductions in the heat transfer coefficient and thermal conductivity of HTB massecuite.
The role of elasticity in the nucleation of gas bubbles appears to have been first studied by Gent and
Tompkins [10]. By carrying out experiments with elastomers that were supersaturated with gas, they found
that the critical saturation pressure that is necessary for bubble nucleation is linearly proportional to the
elastic modulus. Stewart [11] and Kim et al. [12] developed theories of homogeneous nucleation of gas
bubbles in supersaturated elastomers. However, in neither of these studies is the elastic energy considered
when formulating the critical conditions that lead to nucleation. Using a simple model, Guéna et al. [13]
showed that the boiling temperature of a yield stress fluid increases linearly with the yield stress. The increase
in boiling temperature due to elasticity is briefly discussed in Hetsroni et al. [14] and Rapoport et al. [15];
however, little attempt is made to quantify this relationship using theoretical or experimental approaches.
Rykaczewski and Phadnis [16] use theoretical arguments to show that soft surfaces can reduce the amount of
superheating required to initiate heterogeneous nucleation. Finally, motivated by applications in medicine,
several studies have shown that elasticity can inhibit shock-induced cavitation of bubbles in soft tissue which
are commonly assumed to exhibit viscoelastic behaviour [17–19]. The results and discussions contained in
the aforementioned studies provide strong evidence to suggest that the elastic nature of HTB massecuite will
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indeed influence its boiling characteristics. However, the theoretical framework that is required to establish
the precise relationship between elasticity and bubble nucleation in superheated viscoelastic fluids such as
massecuite is not well developed.
The goal of this paper is therefore three-fold. First, we propose a simple extension of classical nucleation
theory that accounts for the nonlinear elastic response of a superheated network fluid. Secondly, we use
this theory to determine whether the elasticity of HTB massecuite affects the temperature that leads to the
onset of boiling. Moreover, the impact that elasticity has on the critical radius of nucleation is ascertained,
which addresses the issue of whether vapour bubbles can become trapped in the polysaccharide network.
Thirdly, we investigate how changes to the heat transfer coefficient and thermal conductivity affect the time
it takes for HTB massecuite to reach the boiling temperature that was calculated using nucleation theory.
Based on our results, we can then make recommendations for how to avoid HTB massecuite.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2, a model of homogeneous bubble nucleation in a network
fluid is derived which accounts for vapourisation, surface, and elastic energies. In §3, we then develop
a mathematical model for heat transfer in the pan and calculate the time it takes to reach the boiling
temperature. Both the boiling temperature and time-to-boil are expressed in terms of massecuite properties.
The results of these models along with their implications for boiling and future experiments are discussed
in §4. Conclusions and avenues for future work appear in §5.
2. Homogeneous nucleation of vapour bubbles in a network fluid
We consider the homogeneous nucleation of a spherical vapour bubble in an infinite bath of network fluid.
The fluid is assumed to consist of a volatile incompressible liquid phase and a deformable incompressible
elastic network. The elastic network is embedded within the volatile liquid and enables the displacement
and hence strain of material elements to be defined [20]. In order for nucleation to occur, the fluid must be
in a superheated state with temperature T > T 0vap, where T
0
vap is the vapourisation (or boiling) temperature
of the pure liquid (with zero elasticity). Although superheating is required for nucleation, we assume that
we are sufficiently far from the superheat limit of the fluid which is approximately 90% the temperature at
which a liquid phase can no longer exist (i.e., the critical temperature) [21]. This is a reasonable assumption
since we are in a hard-to-boil framework. Furthermore, sugar will undergo many phase transitions at high
temperatures, a process which is essential for candy production, changing the rheology of the mixture [22].
Altering massecuite is not desired by refineries and many of the industrial processes are designed to prevent
phase changes. For example, the pressures for many refining processes are chosen to reduce the boiling point
of massecuite well-below 110–130 ◦C where carmelisation and colour formation occurs [23].
The volume of fluid undergoing vapourisation is assumed to be a sphere of radius Rv; see Fig. 2.
Since mass is conserved during phase change, the radius of the vapour bubble can be calculated as rv =
4
Figure 2: Bubble nucleation in a network fluid consisting of a volatile liquid and a deformable elastic network. When a spherical
volume of liquid with radius Rv undergoes vaporisation [panel (a)], it expands to a sphere of radius rv [panel (b)] due to the
density of fluid being greater than the density of vapour. This expansion causes material elements to be displaced and deformed
and requires additional energy.
(ρl/ρv)
1/3Rv, where ρl and ρv denote the densities of the volatile liquid component and its vapour, respec-
tively. It will be convenient to define the radial expansion of the vapourising liquid as
λ0 = rv/Rv = (ρl/ρv)
1/3. (1)
To account for large deformations in the elastic matrix, the mechanics of the system are described using the
framework of nonlinear elasticity (see Ref. [24, Chap. 5]). For simplicity, the elastic network is treated as
an isotropic hyperelastic material with a strain energy density given by W, which will be specified below.
We assume that deformations are purely elastic and do not consider effects such as the finite extensibility
of the network and irreversible plastic deformations.
We will begin in §2.1 with a discussion of the energetics of bubble nucleation in a network fluid. Then, as
we shall see, this will allow us in §2.2 to derive a critical radius of nucleation which a newly formed bubble
must exceed in order to continue growing as the fluid is heated.
2.1. Energetics of bubble nucleation
The change in free energy ∆E that occurs upon nucleation of a spherical vapour bubble of radius rv can
be written as [25]
∆E = ρvVv∆gvap + γlvAv + Ue, (2)
where Av = 4πr
2
v and Vv = (4/3)πr
3
v are the area and volume of the vapour nucleus, respectively, ∆gvap is
the change in bulk chemical energy (per unit mass) due to vapourisation, γlv is the mean interfacial energy
of a vapour-fluid interface, and Ue is the total elastic energy.
The change in the bulk chemical energy, i.e., the bulk Gibbs free energy, can be written as ∆gvap =
∆h(T ) − T∆s(T ), where ∆h and ∆s are the temperature-dependent changes in enthalpy and entropy
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per unit mass, respectively. Phase equilibrium at the vapourisation temperature T 0vap requires ∆gvap =
Lvap − T 0vap∆s(T 0vap) = 0, where Lvap = ∆h(T 0vap) is the latent heat of vapourisation per unit mass. If we
assume that the relative superheating T/T 0vap − 1 is sufficiently small that the temperature dependence of








The form of (3) shows that energy is released upon vapourisation (∆gvap < 0) only when the fluid is
superheated, T > T 0vap.
In order to calculate the elastic energy Ue, we need to consider the deformation of the elastic matrix in
response to the expansion of the vapour bubble. We begin by assuming that the displacement caused by
nucleation is purely radial. Therefore, a material element initially at Lagrangian position X = (R,Θ,Φ),
where R, Θ, and Φ are spherical coordinates, is displaced to the Eulerian position x(X) = (r(R),Θ,Φ). The
function r(R) describing this displacement is to be determined. The corresponding deformation gradient
tensor is given by F = ∂x/∂X = diag(dr/dR, r/R, r/R). Incompressibility of the elastic network requires
det F = 1 and allows the strain energy densityW to be written as a function of the first and second invariants
of the Green deformation tensor C = FTF given by











W(I1, I2)R2 dR. (5)
Evaluating the elastic energy (5) requires the deformation gradient F and hence the deformation r(R) to be
fully determined. An explicit solution for r can be obtained from the incompressibility condition det F = 1






To understand how Ue scales with the radius of the vapour bubble, the Lagrangian and Eulerian coor-




vE , E =
∫ ∞
λ−10
W(Ĩ1, Ĩ2)R̃2 dR̃, (6)
where Ĩi are the invariants (4) written in terms of F̃ = diag(dr̃/dR̃, r̃/R̃, r̃/R̃) with r̃ = (R̃
3 + 1− λ−30 )1/3.
In summary, by inserting the components of the energy (3) and (6) into (2), the change in energy due













Using (7), we are now in a position to determine the critical radius which a newly formed bubble must reach
in order to continue growing following nucleation.
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2.2. Critical conditions for nucleation
A bubble that is nucleated in the fluid will continue to grow provided that energy is continually released
during expansion of the bubble. This will happen provided a critical bubble radius, rc is reached, corre-
sponding to the radius at which further growth becomes energetically favourable (i.e., ∆E decreases). To
find rc, we maximise (7) with respect to rv, which leads to
rc =
2γlv
ρvLvap(T/T 0vap − 1)− 3E
. (8)
From (8), increasing the strength of elastic effects (increasing E) leads to a corresponding increase in the
critical radius required for nucleation. We note that Equation (8) can alternatively be expressed in terms





ρlLvap(T/T 0vap − 1)− 3λ30E
, (9)
which explicitly shows how the radial stretch λ0 > 1 induced by the density change also increases the
effective surface energy that must be overcome during nucleation. By re-arranging (8) for T , we obtain
a generalised Gibbs–Thomson condition for the interfacial temperature, which is similar to those derived
from the thermodynamics of stressed solids [26, 27]. Bubble nucleation becomes impossible when rc → ∞
(alternatively, when Rc →∞), which defines a nucleation temperature Tnuc at which boiling can theoretically










In the absence of elastic effects, E = 0, the nucleation temperature coincides with the (inelastic) boiling
temperature. However, as the elasticity of a material increases, greater temperatures are required to induce
the formation of vapour bubbles and initiate boiling.
2.3. The case of Mooney-Rivlin fluids
To make further progress, we must select a particular form for the strain energy density W. There are a
number of possible constitutive laws that could be imposed, however, in the absence of more comprehensive
rheological data for massecuite, we use the incompressible Mooney-Rivlin equation of state, which is a simple
model that captures nonlinearities in the stress-strain curve due to large deformations. The Mooney-Rivlin




(Ĩ1 − 3) +
c2
2
(Ĩ2 − 3). (11)
The elastic constants c1 and c2 are related to the shear modulus µ via µ = c1 + c2, and are assumed to be
those of the fluid and not of the pure elastic material. We note by setting c2 = 0 in (11), we recover the
neo-Hookean equation of state. In the context of nonlinear (finite-strain) viscoelasticity, the neo-Hookean
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and Mooney-Rivlin constitutive relations are used to describe the elastic component of Maxwell fluids [24,
Chap. 9.2.4]. To ensure that we investigate the influence of varying both c1 and c2 while maintaining the
equality µ = c1 + c2 (required for consistency with the experimental data that is available for massecuite),
we introduce a parameter M that ranges from zero to one and define
c1 = µ(1−M), c2 = µM. (12)
Note that M = 0 corresponds to a neo-Hookean fluid, while 0 <M≤ 1 represents a Mooney-Rivlin fluid.
The form of the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy densityW given by (11) means that computing the integral
E defined in (6) in closed form is somewhat cumbersome. However, to make further analytical progress, we
can exploit the fact that the vapour density is small compared to the fluid density, and as a result the radial


















for λ0  1. Inserting (13) into (8) gives the critical radius of nucleation rc for a given temperature T > T 0vap.
Additionally, combining (13) and (10) shows that the nucleation temperature is given by




















Gent and Tompkins [10] studied the nucleation of gas bubbles in supersaturated elastomers. By assuming
the elastomer has a neo-Hookean response, they derived an expression for the pressure inside a bubble as a
function of its radius and the shear modulus of the elastomer. To compare our modelling results, namely (8)
and (13), to those of Gent and Tompkins, we first convert temperature changes into pressure changes using
the Clausius–Clapeyron relation. Then, by restricting our attenting to neo-Hookean materials by setting
M = 0 in (13) and then taking the limit as λ0 →∞, we are able to recover, at leading order, the expression
for the critical saturation pressure proposed by Gent and Tompkin (i.e., Eqn. (1) in their paper in the limit
as r0/r → 0). Therefore, the model derived by Gent and Tompkins can be considered a particular case of
the general theory presented here.
3. Influence of elasticity and thermal properties on the boiling time
The increase in nucleation temperature Tnuc due to elasticity leads to the possibility of increases in the
time tnuc that is required for a fluid to reach this temperature and thus begin to boil. In the case of HTB
massecuite, the increase in tnuc can be compounded by changes in its thermal properties as well. The purpose
of this section is to develop a model that can be used to determine how the elasticity of HTB massecuite and
variations in its thermal properties affect the boiling time tnuc by considering a specific heating scenario. In
particular, we consider the transient heating of massecuite contained within a single cylindrical column of
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the calandria (see Fig. 1). The initial temperature of the fluid is denoted by Ta and is below its nucleation
temperature Tnuc. The metal boundary of the column is in contact with steam and assumed to have a
constant temperature Ts. In this section, it will be assumed that the nucleation temperature is below the
steam temperature, Tnuc < Ts, so that boiling can be achieved.
In a typical calandria, the columns have radius Rb ' 0.050 m and height H ' 1.0 m. Due to the
small aspect ratio of the column, Rb/H  1, the transfer of thermal energy from the heated surface to the
massecuite will predominantly be in the radial direction. As the massecuite is not yet boiling, there are
no vapour bubbles to drive an upwards flow of fluid through the column by buoyancy. Therefore, we will
not consider convection or other fluid motion in our model. The transfer of heat from the calandria wall
at r = Rb to the massecuite will be modelled by Newton’s law of cooling with an advective heat transfer
coefficient ha. The heating of the massecuite is assumed to be axisymmetric. Under these assumptions, the














where t̂ = (ρfcpR
2
b/k)
−1t and r̂ = r/Rb are the dimensionless time and radial coordinate with cp and k
being the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the fluid, respectively. The non-dimensional
boundary and initial conditions are
∂û
∂r̂
= 0, r̂ = 0, (15b)
∂û
∂r̂
= α(1− û), r̂ = 1, (15c)
û = 0, t̂ = 0, (15d)
where α = haRb/k is the Biot number. Using the parameters in Table 1, we find that α lies in the range of 13
to 115. The largeness of α implies (from (15c)) that the temperature gradient near the heated surface is very
large. This corresponds to the situation of localised heating. The massecuite near the surface experiences a
rapid (relative to the rate of thermal diffusion) increase in temperature while the temperature of the bulk
fluid remains unchanged (since thermal diffusion has not yet transported heat to the interior).
In light of the previous discussion, we expect the fluid adjacent to the calandria wall to first reach the
nucleation temperature. Therefore, the dimensionless boiling time t̂nuc can be implicitly defined in terms of
the temperature profile û(r̂, t̂;α) by the equation
û(1, t̂nuc;α) = ûnuc, (16)
where ûnuc = (Tnuc−Ta)/(Ts−Ta) is the dimensionless nucleation temperature. Therefore, the boiling time
t̂nuc will be a function of two variables; the Biot number α, which contains information about the thermal
properties of the fluid, and the dimensionless nucleation temperature ûnuc, which contains information about
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Table 1: Parameter values associated with the boiling of HTB massecuite
Parameter Description Value Source
Rb Calandria column radius 0.050 m Provided
H Calandria column height 1.0 m Provided
ρf Massecuite density 1400 kg m
−3 Ref. [23]
ρl Water density (at 100
◦C) 958 kg m−3 Ref. [28]
ρv Vapour density (at 100
◦C) 0.60 kg m−3 Refs. [29, 30]
cp Specific heat capacity 2000 J kg
−1 ◦C−1 Ref. [31]
k Thermal conductivity 0.26–0.38 W m−1 ◦C−1 Ref. [4]
ha Advective heat transfer coefficient 100–600 W m
−2 ◦C−1 Ref. [23]
Ts Steam temperature 110
◦C Ref. [23]
Ta Ambient massecuite temperature 55
◦C Ref. [23]
T 0vap Vapourisation temperature of pure liquid 70
◦C Ref. [23]
Lvap Latent heat of vapourisation (at 100
◦C) 2.3× 106 J kg−1 Refs. [29, 32]
γlv Water-vapour interfacial tension (at 70
◦C) 0.065 N/m2 Ref. [33]
µ Shear modulus of HTB massecuite ∼ 105 Pa Ref. [4]
the elasticity of the fluid. By exploiting the largeness of the Biot number, the (dimensional) boiling time





where τ is a dimensionless function of Tnuc that must be computed numerically; see Appendix B for details.
We emphasise that (17) is an approximation of the boiling time that is only valid in the context of stagnant
HTB massecuite. Under normal operation involving regular massecuite, convective boiling dominates and
the heat transfer model (15) would need to adapted to include a flow term.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. The nucleation temperature of HTB massecuite
We first study how elasticity influences the nucleation temperature of massecuite using the expression in
(14). The dominant volatile component of massecuite is most likely water. Using the parameters in Table
1, we find that the radial expansion due to density change is λ0 ' 11.7. The pan that is used to heat
massecuite is held below atmospheric pressure in order to reduce the temperature at which boiling occurs.
The reported boiling temperature of regular massecuite is T 0vap = 70
◦C [23]. The temperature of the steam
that heats the calandria is typically held at 110 ◦C [23]. Finally, to evaluate the nucleation temperature
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Figure 3: Measurements of the storage (G′) and loss (G′′) modulii of regular (a) and HTB (b) massecuite obtained from an
oscillatory deformation rheometer by Eggleston et al. [4]. The samples were held at 20 ◦C.
using (14), an estimation of the shear modulus µ of massecuite is required. We now discuss how such an
estimate can be obtained from rheological measurements.
The mechanical behaviour of regular and HTB massecuite has been measured using an oscillatory defor-
mation rheometer by Eggleston et al. [4]. In these experiments, samples of massecuite held at 20 ◦C were
subjected to sinusoidal deformations of angular frequency ω and the resistance to motion was measured.
From this data, the storage and loss modulii, G′ and G′′, respectively, could be measured. The storage and
loss modulii characterise the elastic and viscous response of a viscoelastic material. Concentrated polymer
solutions and gels are dominated by elastic effects and have G′ > G′′ across all frequencies. Conversely, in
dilute polymer solutions, the loss modulus dominates the storage modulus across all frequencies, G′′ > G′.
The frequency dependence of the dynamic modulii is shown in Fig. 3 for regular and HTB massecuite. The
data shows that regular massecuite behaves as a dilute polymer solution and exhibits weak elastic effects,
whereas HTB massecuite has gel-like rheology that is dominated by elasticity. Using the data in Fig. 3, we
can obtain a rough approximation of the shear modulus µ by setting it equal to the storage modulus G′;
thus, µ ' G′. This approximation is exact when the loss modulus is equal to zero. Given that the storage
modulus of HTB massecuite is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the loss modulus, we believe this
is an accurate approximation in this case.
The calculated nucleation temperature (14) of regular and HTB massecuite is plotted as a function of
shear modulus in Fig. 4. The elastic response of the massecuite has been assumed to be neo-Hookean with
M = 0. The role of elastic response will be discussed below. Our calculations show that the nucleation
temperature of regular massecuite, which has a shear modulus that is less than 12 kPa, does not undergo sig-
nificant increases from the reported boiling temperature of 70 ◦C. Furthermore, the nucleation temperature
11



















Figure 4: Estimation of the nucleation temperature for regular (circles) and HTB (diamonds) massecuite based on the exper-
imental measurements of the storage modulus G′ shown in Fig. 3. The massecuite has been assumed to have a neo-Hookean
elastic response (M = 0). Green and red denote temperatures that are below and above the maximum temperature of typical
boiling pans. The nucleation temperature has been calculated using (14) with parameter values in Table 1.
is much less than the temperature of the steam that is pumped through the calandria (110 ◦C), verifying
that regular massecuite should boil under standard operating conditions. In the case of HTB massecuite,
the nucleation temperature exhibits a strong linear dependence on the shear modulus. For all values of the
shear modulus, our model predicts that the nucleation temperature of HTB massecuite is well above the
steam temperature and thus should not be able to boil.
The estimation of the nucleation temperature strongly depends on the elastic response of the material
and the degree of volumetric expansion that occurs upon vapourisation, which are characterised through
the Mooney–Rivlin parameter M and the radial stretch λ0. The elastic stress of the polymer network may
lead to a compression of the vapour bubble that results in a reduced value of λ0 and a greater vapour
density ρv than reported in Table 1. To examine the role of the elastic response and the effects of vapour
compressibility, the nucleation temperature of HTB massecuite has been re-calculated assuming a shear
modulus of 100 kPa using a range of values for M and λ0. To account for values of λ0 that are close to
one, the elastic energy E defined in (6) is computed using numerical integration. The results are shown in
Fig. 5 (a). For a fixed value of theM, the nucleation temperature rapidly decreases with λ0 to the standard
boiling temperature of 70 ◦C due to substantial weakening of elastic effects. The elastic response of the
massecuite is only relevant for large values of the radial stretch, λ0 > 5, where nonlinear mechanics become
important. For smaller values of the radial stretch, λ0 < 5, the value of the Mooney–Rivlin parameter M
has a negligible impact on the nucleation temperature. Given the strong dependence of the results on the
value of the radial stretch, a thorough examination of the role of vapour compressibility during nucleation
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) The nucleation temperature as a function of the radial expansion λ0 and the Mooney–Rivlin parameter M.
Isotherms are shown for Tnuc = 71 ◦C, 80 ◦C, and 110 ◦C. (b) The critical radius of nucleation as a function of temperature
when M = 0 (neo-Hookean elastic response). Calculations are based on a shear modulus of 100 kPa.
may prove to be insightful. The works of Gaudron et al. [34] and Larché and Cahn [35, 36] may form the
basis for an extended nucleation model that considers the detailed mechanics and thermodynamics of the
vapour-fluid system.
Figure 5 (b) shows how the critical bubble radius given by (8) varies with temperature for various values
of the radial stretch λ0. The shear modulus is fixed at µ = 100 kPa, corresponding to HTB massecuite.
For each value of λ0, the nucleation temperature is below the steam temperature and thus boiling can, in
principle, take place. When λ0 = 1, there is no volumetric expansion and hence the nucleation temperature
coincides with the boiling temperature. In this case, the critical radius decreases from roughly one micron
to a few nanometers as a the steam temperature is approached. When the radial expansion is increased to
λ0 = 5, the nucleation temperature slightly increases to 74
◦C. However, there are substantial increases in
the critical radii of nucleation. Alternatively, a much greater amount of superheating is required to nucleate
a bubble with the same radius compared to the case when λ0 = 1. For instance, nucleating a bubble with a
radius of 10 nm requires a superheat of 8 ◦C in the absence of elastic effects (λ0 = 1), but is impossible within
the operating temperature range when λ0 = 5. The increase in critical radius is even more severe when the
radial stretch is increased to λ0 = 8. In this case, it is only possible to nucleate bubbles that have a radius
greater than 50 nm. To prevent nucleated bubbles from becoming trapped in the polysaccharide network
that permeates HTB massecuite, further increases in the temperature may be required. This would place
the apparent boiling temperature of massecuite beyond what can be obtained using standard industrial-scale
boilers. The results of Fig. 5 indicate that elasticity can still play an important role in bubble nucleation
even if the nucleation temperature does not undergo a substantial increase.
13
Figure 6: The nucleation temperature as a function of the radial expansion λ0 and the Mooney–Rivlin parameter M. Isotherms
are shown for Tnuc = 71 ◦C, 75 ◦C, and 80 ◦C. Calculations are based on a reduced value of the shear modulus, µ = 10 kPa.
The estimations of the nucleation temperatures can be refined by accounting for the temperature de-
pendence of the shear modulus. In the case of regular massecuite, the rheological properties at higher
temperatures can be inferred from the measurements of Wang et al. [37]. These authors report that as the
temperature increases from 20 ◦C to 80 ◦C, the storage modulus decreases by roughly one or two orders
of magnitude, depending on the rheometer frequency used in obtaining the measurements. This decrease
does not lead to substantial changes in the predicted nucleation temperature of regular massecuite because
this was already calculated to be close to the (inelastic) vapourisation temperature. It is more difficult to
estimate how temperature affects the rheology of HTB massecuite. This is due to a lack of experimental
data and uncertainty in the composition of the polysaccharide network. However, the dynamic modulii of
HTB massecuite can be expected to undergo similar decreases as the temperature of the fluid increases.
To explore the impact of a reduced shear modulus on the modelling results for HTB massecuite, we have
computed the nucleation temperature for various values of the Mooney–Rivlin parameterM and the radial
stretch λ0 taking µ = 10 kPa, which is a factor of 10 smaller than the value measured at 20
◦C. The results
are shown in Fig. 6. Compared to the case of µ = 100 kPa (see Fig. 5 (a)), the impact of elasticity on the
nucleation temperature is much less pronounced. However, the maximum predicted nucleation temperature,
based on a Mooney–Rivlin response with M = 1 and a radial expansion of λ0 = 10, is still 95 ◦C, which
might be difficult to reach using conventional processing techniques. The significant variations in the nucle-
ation temperature with the Mooney–Rivlin parameter further underscore the importance of having accurate
information about the mechanical response of HTB massecuite.
The nucleation model proposed in §2 is based on the assumption that massecuite is an ideal mixture.
That is, we have not considered in the energy balance (2) the energy of interaction between water molecules
and long-chained polysaccharides. Favourable interactions between water molecules and polysaccharide
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chains may result in an additional energy barrier that must be overcome for boiling to occur. To estimate
the error in the predicted nucleation temperature of regular massecuite, which behaves as a dilute polymer
solution, we follow the approach of Han and Dae Han [38], who developed an extension of classical nucleation
theory that accounts for the energetic interactions between solvent molecules and polymer chains. Using the
Flory–Huggins theory of solvent-polymer mixtures [39, Chap. 2], the change in free energy per unit mass due
to molecular interactions can be approximated in the limit of dilute polymer as (RT/Mw)(1/2−χ)φ2p, where
R is the universal gas constant, Mw is the molecular weight of solvent (in this case assumed to be water),
T is temperature, χ is the interaction parameter, and φp is the volume fraction of polymer. Bae et al. [40]
provide data for the interaction parameter for water-polymer systems, finding that χ ranges between 0.4 and
1.2. Using the mean value of χ = 0.8 and assuming that regular massecuite is about 10% polysaccharide
chains, then we find that the free energy change (per unit mass) due to solvent-polymer interactions is
about 8% of the energy that is released upon vapourisation when regular massecuite is superheated by only
1 K. The interaction energy will become increasingly negligible compared to the vapourisation energy as
the superheating is increased. Thus, we can conclude that our estimates of the nucleation temperature for
regular massecuite should be accurate to within a few percent.
In the context of boiling massecuite, it is more likely that vapour nuclei will form at the heated calandria
walls by heterogeneous nucleation than in the bulk by homogeneous nucleation. The reason being that, at
a surface, vapour nuclei will take the shape of spherical caps and will have smaller surface areas compared
to full spheres. Less energy is required to form the interface of a spherical cap and the energy barrier that
must be exceeded for spontaneous growth of vapour nuclei is reduced. In principle, the modelling framework
developed in §2 can be extended to the case of heterogeneous nucleation. However, the calculation of the
elastic energy becomes substantially more involved due to the presence of a solid boundary, corresponding
to the calandria wall, which breaks the spherical symmetry of the problem.
To make progress towards understanding role of elasticity during heterogeneous nucleation, we consider
the formation of a vapour bubble at the calandria wall whereby the contact angle ϕ formed at the solid-liquid-
vapour remains constant during the expansion process. Since the angle ϕ is constant, the initial radius of the
fluid Rv and the radius of the vapour bubble rv are again linked by mass conservation through the expression
Rv = λ
−1
0 rv. By dimensionality arguments, the elastic energy must have the form Ue = µr
3
vf(λ0, ϕ), where f
is a dimensionless function. Importantly, this shows that the elastic energy scales like the cube of the contact
line radius rv. Since the vapourisation energy Uvap will scale in the same way, we can expect that elasticity
will influence the dynamics of heterogeneous nucleation in the same way as predicted in §2 for homogeneous
nucleation. In particular, elasticity will suppress the onset of boiling until a nucleation temperature Tnuc
that exceeds the vapourisation temperature T 0vap is reached.
While the focus of the foregoing discussion has been on the nucleation phase of micron-size bubbles,
we stress that the rheological properties of HTB massecuite may play an important role in the subsequent
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growth of fledgling bubbles which have nevertheless attained the critical threshold radius rc. In particular,
using a modified Rayleigh–Plesset formulation for bubble growth in the presence of elasticity, Gaudron et
al. [34] suggest that elastic forces continue to retard bubble growth beyond the nucleation phase. How
strongly the elasticity influences growth depends on the precise details of the constitutive model employed.
Furthermore, as the bubble continues to grow it is likely that viscosity acts in conjunction with elasticity to
suppress further expansion. Modelling such as that proposed by Gaudron et al. could provide a framework
in which to independently investigate the role of fluid viscosity and its influence relative to elasticity at
various stages of the bubble’s lifetime.
4.2. The boiling time of HTB massecuite
Having established how elasticity affects the temperature at which vapour bubbles can theoretically form,
we now examine how changes in the thermal properties of massecuite influence the time it takes to reach the
nucleation temperature. It is worth emphasising here that the proceeding discussion does not depend on the
exact nature of the nucleation process. Equation (17) shows that the boiling time tnuc can be factored into a
contribution associated with the nucleation temperature given by τ(Tnuc) and a contribution that contains
the thermal parameters of massecuite, which is given by ρfcpk/h
2
a. Figure 7 (a) shows that the pre-factor
τ(Tnuc) increases exponentially with the nucleation temperature. This leads to the boiling time increasing
by two orders of magnitude as the nucleation temperature increases from 70 ◦C to 100 ◦C. As the nucleation
temperature approaches the steam temperature, the boiling time takes infinitely long to reach. Figure 7
(b) shows how the post-factor ρfcpk/h
2
a, which is equivalent to tnuc/τ(Tnuc), varies due to changes in the
thermal conductivity k and the heat transfer coefficient ha. As the thermal conductivity is increased for a
fixed value of the heat transfer coefficient, there is a slight increase in the nucleation temperature. This is
due to the fact that, as the thermal conductivity is increased, more thermal energy is transported into the
bulk of the massecuite rather than accumulating and heating the massecuite that is adjacent to the surfaces
of the calandria. Increases in the heat transfer coefficient for fixed values of the thermal conductivity lead
to marked decreases in the boiling time. Overall, the variation in thermal properties can lead to the boiling
time varying by nearly two orders of magnitude as well. When combined with elastic effects and changes
in the nucleation temperature, our results indicate that the boiling time change by up to four orders of
magnitude over this range of Tnuc.
4.3. Experimental implications
Despite the fact that several authors have commented on the increase in boiling temperature that can
result from elasticity [13–16], to our knowledge there appears to be no experimental data in the literature
that can be used to further validate the theoretical results obtained here. Thus, in this section we will
propose an experiment that might be able to probe the validity of the theory developed in this article. This
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Figure 7: Predictions of how the boiling time tnuc is influenced by elasticity and variations in the thermal properties of
massecuite. (a) Variation of the pre-factor τ in (17) with the nucleation temperature Tnuc and hence the elasticity of the
massecuite. (b) Variations in the rescaled boiling time tnuc/τ with the thermal conductivity k and heat transfer coefficient ha.
For given values of Tnuc, k, and ha, the dimensional boiling time can be calculated by multiplying the corresponding value of
τ in panel (a) with the value of tnuc/τ obtained from panel (b).
experimental configuration involves creating a spherical inclusion in a hydrogel or elastic material, filling
it with liquid, and then increasing the temperature past the boiling point. This is similar to the approach
taken by Cline and Anthony [41] to study the vapourisation of water inclusions in salt crystals. Applying
our theory to their data is difficult because nucleation occurs at such high temperatures that volumetric
expansion due to changes in the temperature and composition of the material becomes relevant. Moreover,
plastic deformations occur in the salt, which are outside the scope of the purely elastic mechanical responses
considered here. Nevertheless, the experiments by Cline and Anthony demonstrate a feasible approach for
probing the elasticity dependence of the boiling temperature.
5. Conclusions
Motivated by the problem of HTB massecuite, we develop a simple extension of classical nucleation
theory that accounts for the elastic energy of superheated network fluids. Our results explicitly show
that additional superheating is required to induce nucleation when the fluid has an elastic component.
Furthermore, we find that the temperature at which nucleation occurs is linearly dependent on the shear
modulus of the fluid. These results are consistent and analogous with those of Gent and Tompkins [10],
who found the same relationship between the critical pressure for nucleation in supersaturated elastomers
and their shear modulus. However, further experiments are required to validate the theory proposed here.
Due to the generality of our problem formulation, we believe the results can be straightforwardly applied to
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other experimental systems.
The results from our analysis show that the presence of elasticity can significantly impact the boiling
characteristics of massecuite. Elasticity can directly suppress boiling by increasing the nucleation temper-
ature to ranges that are not achievable in production-scale pans. Furthermore, elasticity can increase the
size of nucleated vapour bubbles, making them more likely to become trapped in the polysaccharide net-
work that permeates HTB massecuite. The increased viscosity of HTB massecuite may act in conjunction
with elasticity to negatively influence the boiling dynamics by retarding the subsequent growth of nucleated
vapour bubbles to millimetre scales. Given the lack of experimental data on the boiling temperature and
viscoelastic response of HTB massecuite, it would be very insightful to run a set of experiments that aim
to measure these quantities. Such a study would provide a means of validating the theory developed in
this paper and provide refined estimates of the influence of elasticity on massecuite boiling. Based on our
theoretical results of nucleation, we can conclude that future studies on HTB massecuite should focus on
strategies for avoiding the formation of the polysaccharide network or methods for destroying it once it has
formed.
By modelling the transport of heat from the calandria into massecuite, we find that variations in the
thermal conductivity do not substantially alter the time required to reach the boiling (or nucleation) tem-
perature. Reductions in the heat transfer coefficient can lead to significant increases in this boiling time, but
this seems to only be problematic when the nucleation temperature is increased beyond the standard value
of 70 ◦C. For example, the predicted boiling time for massecuite that boils at 70 ◦C ranges from 0.1 s to 10
s. This variation is likely insignificant. However, for massecuite that boils at 100 ◦C, the range of boiling
times is from 10 s to 1000 s, which is significant. Given this large variation in boiling time, prior knowledge
of the heat transfer coefficient, obtained, for example, from a pre-processing procedure, would help ensure
the massecuite is heated for a sufficient period of time. Increases in boiling time could be compounded by
potential fouling at the calandria wall, which would lead to further reductions in the heat transfer coefficient.
Further investigations into the role of fouling and methods for combating it could also prove to be beneficial.
Finally, we note that in the modelling framework developed here, it has been assumed that the only
volatile component in massecuite is water. However, as discussed in Eggleston et al. [4], there have been
reports of microbes producing ethanol in HTB massecuite. The standard boiling temperature of ethanol
is about 78 ◦C. However, in practice, the boiling temperature of ethanol would be even lower due to the
pan boiler being held below atmospheric pressure. Thus, it is likely that any ethanol contained within
HTB massecuite would boil first, and this may impact the subsequent boiling of water. After reviewing
the literature, it appears that the physico-chemical impact of ethanol in massecuite has not received much
attention, so this could be another fruitful area of future investigation.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of the elastic energy




W(Ĩ1, Ĩ2)R̃2 dR̃. (A.1)

































where r̃(R) = (R̃3 + 1 − λ−30 )1/3. Using the parameters in Table 1, we find λ0 ' 9.8. Due to the largeness



















To verify the accuracy of (A.3), we compare it against numerical calculations of (A.1) using the integral
function in Matlab, taking µ = 10 kPa. In Fig. A.8 (a), we plot E as a function of the inverse stretch λ−10 for
different values of the Mooney–Rivlin parameter M. The lines correspond to the numerical calculation of
(A.1) while circles denote the asymptotic approximation given by (A.3). For each of the considered values
of M, we see that the results from the numerical calculation and asymptotic approximation are virtually
superimposed. This suggests that the analytical approximation (A.3) gives an extremely accurate prediction
of the full integral when the radial stretch is large. From the figure, we see that E is mostly unaffected by
changes in λ−10 if M = 0, corresponding to neo-Hookean materials. For Mooney–Rivlin materials (M > 0),



































Figure A.8: (a) Variation in E with inverse stretch λ−10 for M = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0. (b) Dependence of E on the
Mooney–Rivlin parameter M for a fixed value of λ−10 = 0.10. The lines in both panels have been obtained by numerically
evaluating (A.1). Circles correspond to the asymptotic approximation (A.3). A value of µ = 10 kPa was used.
volumetric expansion of the gas and hence the deformation of the surrounding fluids is reduced. In Fig. A.8
(b), we plot E as a function of M for a fixed value of λ−10 = 0.10 (λ0 = 9.8). The agreement between the
asymptotic approximation and numerical calculations is again excellent. Both solutions show that E and
hence the elastic energy Ue linearly increase with the parameter M.
Appendix B. Reduction of the thermal model
Due to the large effective heat transfer coefficient, α 1, the initial heating of massecuite is confined to a
thin region near the calandria wall. The localised and rapid nature of the heating process can be exploited to
simplify the governing equations and determine how the boiling time tnuc scales with the parameters of the
system. We begin with the non-dimensional model given by (15) and introduce a rescaling of the variables
that focuses on the transient heating that occurs in a thin region near the heated surface (at dimensionless
position r̂ = 1). This rescaling is given by t̂ = α−2t̄, r̂ = 1−α−1r̄, and û(r̂, t̂) = ū(r̄, t̄). Using this rescaling











= −(1− ū), r̄ = 0, (B.1b)
ū→ 0, r̄ →∞, (B.1c)
ū = 0, t̄ = 0. (B.1d)
The rescaled boiling time is denoted by τ and it satisfies the equation
ū(0, τ) = ûnuc = (Tnuc − Ta)/(Ts − Ta). (B.2)
Equation (B.2) shows that τ will only depend on the nucleation temperature Tnuc as the thermal parameters
have been scaled out of the model. By undoing the non-dimensionalisation, the dimensional boiling time,





Strictly speaking, the reduced model (B.1) and the boiling time (B.3) are approximations that are
valid when the effective heat transfer coefficient α = kRb/ha is large. To confirm that the expression for
the boiling time given by (B.3) is valid over the relevant range of α between 13 and 115, we compare
the values of τ computed from (B.1)–(B.2) to equivalent values obtained by numerically solving the full




a/(ρfcpk). Figure B.9 compares the variation in τ = tnuch
2
a/(ρfcpk) with the nucleation
temperature Tnuc predicted from the reduced model (B.1) and the full dimensionless model (15) using α = 13
and α = 115. There is good agreement between the reduced and full models. In the case of α = 115, the
results are virtually indistinguishable.
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